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Simply telling yourself that you

like learning about a certain

concept could make you more

engaged and fool your brain into

being more invested.

Engagement helps us make

more mental connections with

knowledge which helps us

retrieve it more easily in the

future.

This is why explaining the

concept to someone could be so

beneficial as it creates a personal

experience that could be easily

retrieved, which makes it easier

to recall the information too.  
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DEVELOPING A

PERSONAL 

INTEREST

Our mindset affects our performance and the ability to
retrieve information under pressure!

The power of passion is definitely

underestimated when it comes to

studying a concept. Being able to

make a personal connection with

information not only makes it easier to

remember but also makes it easier to

retrieve that information.

Before you start studying,
take a couple of breaths
because they make the
biggest difference.

Even if it is before you take a huge
exam, take 10 seconds to smile or
remind yourself how much effort
you’ve put into studying.

TIP



THE FEYNMAN

TECHNIQUE
Richard Feynman was a theoretical physicist that
received a Nobel Prize in 1965 for his
development of quantum electrodynamics. 

Yet more impressively, everyone called him the
greatest teacher of his time because he had an
unbelievable skill of explaining scientific theories
to anyone. 

As a student at Princeton, he started working on a
mental model that helped him make connections
between things he knew and things he didn’t
know, now known as the Feynman Technique.
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Identify the topic you’re learning
about and try to write down
everything you know about it,
adding onto the list every time
you learn something new.

STEP 1
Try to explain what you know out
loud to a person who is unfamiliar
with the topic, possibly even a
child. The trick in this step is to
use simple terms that everyone
uses in their everyday life.

STEP 2

Identify weaknesses and gaps in
your knowledge, as this will help
you organize everything you
know into a story. When you
stumble upon a gap in the story,
you’d be able to go back and find
the necessary material.

STEP 3
Repeat steps until you fully
understand and can explain
everything. Say the story outloud
or rewrite it to make sure it flows
smoothly.
Repeat the steps until your story
is complete.

STEP 4



Information in our memory

decreases exponentially if left

unreviewed

Each time we review information,

we reset this forgetting curve

After multiple reviews at increasing

intervals, the curve begins to

flatten -- in other words, the rate of

forgetting is decreased. 

This is why spaced repetition can

help us remember information for

weeks, months, and even years!

The Ebbinghaus forgetting curve
helps us visualize what happens to

information in our memory over time;

here are some takeaways we can

learn from the graph below:
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SPACED

REPETITION

Spaced repetition has been dubbed

as one of the most efficient methods

of studying and retaining information

in your long term memory. 

The term itself may sound

intimidating, but the concept itself is

simple: test your memory of material

repeatedly, but with increasing time

intervals between each repetition. To

understand how and why this works,

we will first look at the Ebbinghaus

forgetting curve followed by the

Letiner system.

Ebbinghaus 
Forgetting 

curve



LEITNER SYSTEM

MODEL OF 

SPACED 

REPETITION

Make flashcards based on your

material

Set up 5 boxes, labelled 1-5. Start

with all the new cards in Box #1

Each time you get a card correct,

move it to the next box.

If you get a card wrong, move it

back to the end of the deck in the

first box.

The Leitner System can help us

understand the foundation of spaced

repetition:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cards in Box #2 will be reviewed after

3 days, cards in Box #3 will be

reviewed after 10 days, and so on.
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enhances retrieval and long term
memory storage, by increasing

intervals between reviews 

by the 4th or 5th review, you

could be retrieving information

after months!

maximizes studying efficiency
more time is spent on reviewing

information that is frequently

forgotten as “incorrect” cards are

returned to the first box.

less time reviewing “correct” cards

as intervals increase; eventually,

you will only have to review cards

once every few weeks of even

months.

The Leitner System demonstrates how

spaced repetition...

Leitner
System
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Notion has a toggle feature that

allows you to hide answers to your

questions. 

note that you will have to create

your own schedule for spaced

repetition.

Notion has a free pro plan if you

sign up with your student email! 

comes with tons of features

which could make it the ideal

note taking and planning app

for you. 

check out the following video for

a more in-depth tour of Notion if

you’re interested:

Not a fan of flashcards? Don’t want to

commit to a fixed schedule? Check out

this software called Notion that will give

you a platform for all your study tools!

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=ONG26-2mIHU

The Leitner System is great for

understanding the foundations of

spaced repetition, but using physical

flashcards and keeping your own

schedule can be difficult; here are some

apps that can help make it easier:

schedules cards for you based on a

proven spaced repetition algorithm

extremely customizable

tweak schedule setting to fit

your learning style

add photos, gifs, etc. to your

flashcards

many add ons available

large user base find existing card

decks tailored to your class and/or

exam

easily find support and/or tutorial

videos

free!

There’s a reason why so many medical

students swear by Anki; here are some

features that make it one of the best

spaced repetition apps available:

METHODS OF

SPACED 

REPETION

Anki1.

Notion2.
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review lecture slides/notes before exam

to mentally organize information

use Notion’s toggle feature, as

questions will not be “shuffled”

Here are some solutions to make sure

you don't lose sight of the bigger picture:

CONSIDERING

SPACED

REPETITION

 

spaced repetition requires time — it is

not useful for cramming before an exam

it is important not to lose sight of the

bigger picture, especially with flashcards

for example, flashcards will not

retain their original order in Anki 

while “shuffled” cards are good for

practicing recall, related cards can

be spaced far apart and make it

difficult to understand where

concepts lie in the bigger picture

Excited to try spaced repetition? Here

are some things to consider if it's right for

you:

Make your flashcards
brief

Including too much
information on one flashcard
may hinder your ability to
recall it. Stick to one concept
per flashcard as much as
possible.

TIP
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Believe it or not, reading your notes over and over again is
not the most effective studying technique. This method is
appropriately named as passive review, because your brain
is not being as actively stimulated as you might think. 
Active recall, on the other hand, involves forcing your brain
to recall information from your memory and is known to be
highly effective for retaining information for longer periods
of time.

Active recall is as simple as reciting

information that you have studied,

without looking at your notes.

creating questions based on your

notes and answering them:

rewriting parts of your notes from

memory

creating mind maps linking major

topics/information

How does active recall work?

 

This can be done in several forms:

a. What is the capital city of

Canada?

b. The capital city of Canada is

_____

Active recall is more difficult than

passive review, but most importantly

it is more similar to what you will be

expected to do on exams. 

This also means you will be better

prepared when you encounter

questions that require you to

regurgitate what you’ve learned.

Why active recall?

Spaced repetition, as covered in the

previous section, is already a form of

active recall as you are forced to

retrieve information from memory

How can I integrate active recall
into my study sessions?

ACTIVE RECALL

Using the Cornell Notes system to help
facilitate the conversion of notes into
questions.

NEXT SECTION
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CORNELL

NOTES

SYSTEM

In the 1940s, Cornell Professor Walter

Pauk started advocating for a system

that he believed would make note

taking so much more efficient. After

publishing How to Study in College,

his method slowly took off and

students started to realize how

beneficial the Cornell Notes System

really was as it was organized and

condensed. Here’s a sample image.

split your notes into two columns: 

write questions based on your notes
in the recall column

note column: Ottawa is the capital

city of Canada

recall column: What is the capital

city of Canada?

1. recall column (labelled “cues” in

sample image)

2. notes column

cover the notes column and answer
the questions in the recall column

this is active recall!

alternatively, transfer the questions to

flashcards for use in spaced repetition

apps like Anki.

Main takeaway: the template that you

use is not important, it is formulating

questions based on your notes that

facilitates active recall.

OneNote allows users to save their notes onto a Cornell Note system

Notion also has its own Cornell Notes templates

There are many other Cornell Notes templates available online

Feel free to make your own template!

 RESOURCES
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This technique was invented by
Francesco Cirillo in the late 1990s and
named after a tomato shaped timer he
used to manage his studies (pomodoro
means tomato in Italian). The goal is to
break down a large task into smaller
sections which makes it easier to focus
on for a longer period of time.

If you study for 25 minute intervals, take 5

minute breaks in between

If you study for 50 minute intervals, take 10

minute breaks etc

The longer your study intervals are, the

longer your breaks can be

During the break, completely forget about

your studying and do something unrelated

(listen to music, get up for a walk,

completely distract yourself from the

content) 

This makes it easier to sustain for study

sessions lasting many hours

Do it with a buddy/buddies! They can keep

you company during breaks

Pomodoro timers can be found online

The Basics:

THE POMODORO

TECHNIQUE

Focus Keeper (iOS)
Focus To-Do:
Pomodoro Timer and
To-Do List (Android)
Marinara Timer (Web
for everyone)

RESOURCES



ORGANIZATION 

AND TIME 

MANAGEMENT

Exams with their dates

Extracurricular commitments

(practice times, meetings, events,

etc) 

Project deadlines

Assignments deadlines

Review lecture notes after classes

Self-care (exercising, friends, going

out, etc) 

writing these down helps you

realize that you can make time

for yourself while still

succeeding academically. 

You need a break every once in

a while!

Preparing a long term calendar
ahead of time can be a great way of

knowing which large assignments need

more time to be completed. Calendar

for the month could include:

Weekly to-do list essentials

Studying in the same place

consistently makes it an easy way

to get into a focused zone when

you’re in that spot.

Even if you think you can multitask,

studying in a quiet place that is free

of distractions is the best way to

study efficiently.

A clean and neat area will minimize

your worries and ensure you’re

100% focused on what you’re

studying

Try to go to sleep and wake up at

the same time every day, setting

that routine could make you more

energized throughout the day 

A proper amount of sleep helps you

retrieve information using a lot less

effort 

Keep a dedicated study space

Maintain a healthy sleep schedule 

Google Keep is a great way of keeping track of to-do lists and has numerous

features that makes it customizable 

Sleep Cycle, Sleep Score, and a lot of other apps can help track your

sleeping habits!
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RESOURCES



The first few weeks of the

semester are usually free as

professors are settling admin,

going over the syllabus, etc

Use this time to get a head start;

read and take notes ahead of the

class schedule

A reading schedule will often

be provided — it is always

better to be ahead than behind

on readings

Spend time going over information

before a lecture 

This allows you to more easily

understand the content being

taught during the lecture

Use your extra time to review or

practice well before an exam

Midterms and assignments will

inevitably slow you down but being

initially ahead of schedule will

make it less stressful in the long

run.

many university courses will require

application of information rather the

regurgitation of material from

memory

you may be required to solve a

problem using information you

studied or interpret data, in

which simply memorizing

information is not enough.

practice worksheets/homework

should be completed and reviewed

before the exam

doing worksheets multiple times

can help you become familiar

how to answer questions similar

to those on the exam

consider doing practice exams

more than once to familiarize with

the format and types of questions

practice exams, worksheets and

homework are the most valuable

resources for testing understanding

and ability to apply concepts

ADDITIONAL 

TIPS
The Importance of Practice
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Get a head start in the
beginning of the semester

More resources to boost your
productivity and help you meet your
academic goals!

NEXT SECTION
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ONLINE

RESOURCES &

STUDY APPS

1
N O T I O N
We've mentioned Notion as a platform
for spaced repetition, but it offers so
much more as an all-in-one
workspace for organizing your
schedule, tasks, notes or just about
anything.

2
O N E N O T E
OneNote makes it easy for you to
annotate slides, draw diagrams or
import images into your notes.
Notebooks are synced with your cloud
storage in real-time, so you can
access them from virtually any device.

3
Q U I Z L E T
Quizlet is a simpler flashcard
alternative to Anki. With an enormous
shared pool of user-made flashcard
decks, you can easily find practice
questions catered to your course.

4
T O D O I S T
Keeping a to-do list is always a good
idea, especially when things get
hectic. Todoist offers a simple
interface for planning and tracking
your tasks, goals and projects so
you're always on the right track.

G R A M M A R L Y
Hopefully, you won't need to
proofread your essay at 3am — but if
you do, Grammarly is here for you.
This sophisticated digital writing
assistant will help you identify ways to
take your writing to the next level.

K H A N  A C A D E M Y
The tutors at Khan Academy are
known for their ability to break down
complicated subjects from a variety
of different courses into simpler
concepts that are easier to digest.** 

A K  L E C T U R E S
Looking for in-depth explanations for
science courses in first-year and
beyond? AK Lectures offers a suite of
excellent tutorials for tackling
notoriously difficult concepts you're
likely to encounter as a science
major.** 

5

6

7

**Disclaimer: your course material may differ slightly from and
should always take precedence over external sources.


